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Wrath of the Righteous 11/22/2015 

Attendance 

 Chris sets the tone with the sad news that his group is doing a roll-out today so he 

will not be able to host. Ernest steps up and volunteers, making some arrangements to 

collect the various cybernetics needed to make Bruce a reality. 

 Bruce calls in to find himself howling into the void. The others wonder how this 

is different from the normal situation. And then the call connects! 

 Patrick waves from the side of the display, much in the manner of a single, 

massive, disembodied hand. Paul notes that the group invited Thing to the group today. 

 Tim shows up just in time to speak in favor of the new Netflix Jessica Jones 

program. Paul notes that it spends a refreshingly short time dwelling upon the origin 

stories of the main characters – no more than two sentences, the longest of them four 

words. 

 

Character Player Description Level 

Tabregon Bruce Male Half-elf Oracle of Iomedae, Touched by 

Divinity 

15M9 

Tsuguri Chiba Chris Male Cleric of Tsukiyo, Child of the Crusades 15M9 

Antonius Ernest Male Tien Monk/Paladin of Irori, Stolen Fury 15M9 

Trystan Matt Male Half-elf Paladin of Shelyn, Touched by 

Divinity 

15M9 

Shawanda Patrick Female Mwangi Paladin of Iomedae, Exposed 

to Awfulness  

15M9 

Calanthe Tim Female aasimar Sorcerer of Shelyn, 

Riftwarden Orphan 

15M9 
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Last Session’s Developments 

 The characters invaded the Soul Foundry and grabbed the Suture, a crippled anti-

mythic aura demon. At that point Korramzadeh the Storm King showed up and the city of 

Iz started to vanish into the Pit. The characters slew the Storm King and celebrated their 

victory as they escaped from the crumbling city. 

 Everyone went up to 16th level and 10th mythic tier! 

The Road to Threshold 

 The characters venture back to civilization to speak to Queen Galfrey of Mendev. 

She believes (and the characters basically agree) that now is the time to use the Book of 

Paradox (and probably the unfortunate Suture) to travel to the Threshold and close the 

Worldwound for good. 

 Queen Galfrey is glad to see that the characters have recovered not only the 

Suture but also the Nahyndrian Chisel. She explains that the ritual requires four people 

skilled with at least one skill from the list: 

 Disable Device 

 Knowledge (planes) 

 Linguistics 

 Perception 

 Spellcraft 

 Use Magic Device 

One of the participants will need Linguistics (or comprehend languages) because the 

ritual requires that someone read the Book of Paradox, which is written in about six 

languages including Aklo, Druidic and Abyssal. 

 There are several other aspects of the ritual, including killing off Areelu Vorlesh, 

the original creator of the Worldwound. Her death will not be enough in itself, but it will 

help. Long ago, in the days of ancient Sarkoris, the Threshold was a prison for arcanists. 

There are several places within it that have strong connections to other planes, and 

placing dimensional locks on those locations will also help push the ritual forward. 

 Needless to say, everything hostile in the area will need to be killed or suppressed 

because leaving them alive will make the ritual much more difficult. To help with this, 
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the characters decide to bring along the former Runelord Alderpash, the mythic succubus 

Arueshalae, and Calanthe’s tiefling follower Uziel. 

 The characters have a variety of choices on reaching the Threshold at the center of 

the Worldwound. Queen Galfrey notes that teleportation is known to not work, at least 

not to Threshold proper. Flight or hiking are both better options. 

 The characters teleport to the edge of a cliff, looking out over a massive hollow 

bowl-shaped crater. Lava and filth flow into the writhing lake at the bottom. Demonic 

larvae swarm in the lake, constantly eating each other and spawning new young. 

Shawanda notes, “This place makes my skin crawl.” 

 The characters see a black stone tower rising from the filth a thousand feet below 

the edge of the bowl. This is the Threshold! 

 

The Approach to the Threshold 

 After a bit of preparatory spell casting the characters air walk their way over to 

the tower. They are (interestingly) disguised as fel orcs courtesy of Arueshalae and her 

+38 Disguise skill. This turns out to be rather useful, as there is a flight of black dragons 

gliding around and perched on the peaks of the tower. 

 As the characters draw closer, they see that the dragons are accompanied by four 

figures wearing dark, cowled robes, clearly the dragons’ riders (though whether the riders 

are in charge is an interesting question). 

 Antonius mutters out, “Whassup?” in Abyssal. 

 Unfortunately, the robed figures whisper out, “Spiesssss…” Shawanda bemoans 

her continual sacred aura. 

 Calanthe opens up with quickened mythic haste on her friends, and then confusion 

upon the farthest dragon and rider. Shawanda and Antonius take off like missiles at two 

of the dragons. Tabregon follows up with a mythic holy smite against the dragon 

Shawanda targets. 

 Seen up close, the cowled figures are masses of worms held together by their tight 

clothing and bad nightmares. One of them tries a disintegrate at Antonius, an attempt that 
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is foiled by the Champion of Irori’s insanely high touch AC. Another launches a flame 

strike at Shawanda, discovering that she is almost completely immune to flame. 

 Calanthe watches a cowled worm-that-walks free a dragon from confusion. She 

responds by slowing the dragon with flesh to stone. The dragon flaps up and engulfs 

Calanthe in a cone of cold. Calanthe ignores it, her spell resistance is more than sufficient 

to shield her from its chill. 

 Shawanda barely pays attention to this drama as she flays open a dragon’s left 

foot, and then the dragon’s right foot. The dragon answers with a devastating bite that 

leaves Shawanda moderately injured until Tabregon’s mythic cure serious wounds erases 

her wounds and leaves her glowing with positive energy. 

 Antonius matches her by critically wounding another ancient fiendish black 

dragon, ripping away scale and flesh and corrupted blood with his bare hands. Before the 

dragon can regain its balance, he grasps its tail and flings it into the side of the tower. The 

wyrm’s shattered body falls into the lake of larvae where it is consumed. 

 The Rasper, the worm-that-walks that rides the dragon facing Shawanda, casts 

heal upon its mount. The dragon goes from desperately injured to wonderfully healthy in 

an eyeblink. Calanthe decides that she would prefer to stop the Rasper and tries flesh to 

stone to do it. She is disappointed that her spell only changes a single locust to stone. 

 The Rasper casts disintegrate against Shawanda. The spell strikes her but 

evaporates harmlessly against her spell resistance. Calanthe answers the one spell with a 

flame strike. Roast! And another flame strike! Roast again! The smell of roasting nuts 

wafts up from the worm-that-walks as it struggles in the flames. 

 Antonius tears apart an unfortunate worm-that-walks, then flashes over to strike 

the Rasper’s mount, plunging straight through the middle of the creature. The dragon’s 

shattered carcass falls to the spiked rocks and the lake of larva. 

 The Rasper decides that everyone needs more insects. It brings down an insect 

swarm of wasps upon the characters, accomplishing almost nothing. The confused worm-

that-walks only gibbers helplessly as its mount is burned and blinded by Tabregon’s holy 

smite. The dragon casts mage armor upon itself, because surely a half-measure is better 

than nothing when you’re blinded and burning. This argument works right up until 

Tabregon dispels the armor away. 
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 Antonius launches himself at the final black dragon. He tears at it with his right 

hand. He tears at it with his left hand. He tears at it with his right foot. He tears at it with 

his left foot. He tears at it with his sacred teeth. He leaves nothing behind but shattered 

bits of flesh and dragonbone. Shredded scales fall from the sky like defiled snowflakes. 

 

How To Enter? 

 The characters look upon the Threshold, but do not see anything that looks like a 

door. They hover down above the center plaza, surrounded by four spires. They see that 

there is a polished section in the center that Calanthe indicates is permanently enchanted 

with a phase door, one that is activated by the touch of a chaotic evil outsider. The 

characters use the Suture to open the door (all the while feeling deflated because his 

presence inflicts an aura of pain and further dampens mythic power).  

 

Inside the Threshold 

 The characters find themselves in the intersection of two corridors. Tabregon 

determines that the floor is magical, and that the whole area has a creation-type aura. All 

of the walls are crawling with countless bugs – touching doors or walls will inflict swarm 

damage. Even more, the bugs are making a truly horrible noise. Tabregon uses some 

mythic bullshit to cast a repel vermin that will last all day long – which nicely manages 

the insect problem in the local area, though the horrible noise continues to be a problem. 

 The characters venture further in. They find a detention area with prisoners 

suspended inside ten-foot cubical cages stacked in ranks four high, up to the ceiling. The 

area is manned by a gargantuan shemhazian demon and eight kalavakus demons, who 

predictably react poorly to the characters’ arrival. They attack! 

 Antonius leads by shattering the shimkazian demon, leaving the creature upon the 

brink of oblivion and bleeding out quickly. He tells the creature, “You do not know it, but 

you are already dead.” He rerolls two of his missed attacks and all thirty-five feet of the 

demon collapses to the ground. The thing weights some 12,000 pounds and it gushes an 

ocean of blood. 

 Calanthe envelops two kalavakus demons in confusion. 
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 Shawanda moves to a cluster of four kalavakus demons and executes her double-

spiraling-death-tornado strike with glorious Radiance. Amazingly, the kalavakus she 

strikes survives the onslaught! Tabregon follows up by enveloping all four demons with a 

mythic holy smite, scorching three demons and destroying the demon Shawanda attacked. 

 The characters force forward against the demons, destroying them all in detail. 

Shawanda howls out her sacred rage as she divides the last of the kalavakus into two 

parts, dishonoring the first and defiling the second. 

Enter the Verminous Balor 

 As the characters are mopping up, the demons’ boss Diurgus the Brood Lord 

comes storming in. He looks like a balor, but instead of being covered with lightning like 

Korramzadeh he is covered with a swarm of flying giant ticks. He attacks Calanthe with 

his master’s lash, inflicting a nasty-looking but otherwise limited wound. Tabregon 

invokes energy body and erases Calanthe’s hurt, then locks Diurgus down with 

dimensional anchor. The verminous balor’s swarm of fiendish giant ticks rushes at the 

two magicians but flees when the creatures encounter Tabregon’s repel vermin effect. 

 Diurgus lashes against Antonius, then howls with frustration as his attack is 

diminished to almost nothing by Tabregon’s mythic shield other. Antonius calls upon his 

righteous anger and strikes once, then twice, then he strikes a third time. Diurgus recoils 

under the power of Antonius’ strikes. 

 Antonius circles around the vermin balor, his eyes glaring, his fists dripping 

unnatural gore. He strikes, but Diurgus evades the worst effect of his attacks. Calanthe 

launches a mythic flesh to stone against him, slowing him. And Shawanda steps to the 

fore bearing mighty Radiance. Her first strike drives deep into the unsacred breast. Her 

second severs Diurgus’ spine, covering the blessed blade with rivers of black-flowing 

gore. 

 Diurgus the Brood Lord was carrying his two famous weapons: 

 Large defending battle axe +5 

 Master’s lash – large flaming burst whip +5 (+2d6 burn damage, DC 19 reflex 

save); 3/day it may burn away a target’s will to resist commands, DC 19 will save 

or -2 to Will saves; this effect may stack. 
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New Allies 

There is a strange alcove with glowing runes in the back of the chamber. To no 

surprise, they are magical. Tabregon figures out that the runes are the controls the open 

the cell doors – when a rune is touched and concentrated on, one of the cells becomes 

ethereal (making it possible for the prisoner inside to leave). 

 The characters liberate all the prisoners and deal with their insanity with 

Tabregon’s mass heal. Apparently, that spell can cure an infinite number of insane people 

as long as they are within 30 feet of each other. In a moment, the characters have twelve 

additional crusaders on their side, all equipped with +5 weapons from the armory in 

Calanthe’s sanctuary, and nourished with hero’s feasts from her extremely well-stocked 

larder and dinner table. 

The Chamber of Homing Circles 

 The characters enter a room choked with hot, rank air. The vermin on the walls 

move in an unsettled manner. There are circles etched into the floor. The room is 

overwhelmingly magical. The circles look like homing circles for teleportation. Calanthe 

covers the area with a dimensional lock.  

The Room with a View 

 The characters find a locked door. They find that Arueshalae is able to open it 

easily, though it is locked to all the characters. It is strong in conjuration magic. It opens 

onto a balcony. What a view! Boiling lake, demonic larva, really everything! The 

characters close the door up again. 

The Shape-Changing Laboratory 

 Bitter-scented room. Central table, object squirming, looks like a kneeling man 

covered by a sheet. The characters remove the sheet to see a figure that is a twitching 

tangle of flesh and broken limbs from the waist down, but a Tian male from the waist up.  

He moans piteously at the characters. He detects as evil, but is terribly, terribly insane. As 

the characters approach he starts drooling and chomping his teeth. 

 The characters bring Alderpash out of Calanthe’s Sanctuary to look at the man. 

He opines that the demons were working upon the relationship between the druidic wild 
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shape effect and arcane polymorph effects, in this case to create a flesh-shaped victim. He 

thinks that there is nothing to be done to the man except to put him out of his misery. 

 Shawanda performs a final honor upon the experimental victim by striking him 

down with Radiance. 

The Dissection Center 

 The characters find another magical lab, featuring several dissected bodies lying 

upon stone slabs. Four more of the locusts-that-walk are in the room, all working upon 

the body of a dead human paladin. They look up at the characters and rattle, “We are all 

raspers! We are named after our dragon-riding hero whom you killed two fights ago! 

Hzzzz!” 

 Shawanda fences with one of them, but it manages to buzz and surge away from 

Radiance’s punishing edge. Tabregon drops a mythic augmented blade barrier on all four 

of them, chopping bits of sliced locust away from them. 

 One of the raspers casts disintegrate at Calanthe. Half the damage is shunted 

away to Tabregon by mythic shield other, leaving Calanthe wounded but alive. Another 

rasper throws his own blade barrier at the characters, cutting up everyone except 

Calanthe (who wasn’t standing in the right place) and Tabregon (who blocked the effect 

with spell resistance). The final rasper, confused, bites one of his companions. He chews 

up a locust in his locust jaws. The characters watching this scene find that they’re not 

sure where one rasper ends and the other one begins. 

 Antonius steps into one rasper and destroys it utterly, then strikes another of the 

creatures, stealing away its fast healing ability. Shawanda uses glorious Radiance to burn 

it. Tabregon uses his mythic augmented blade barrier to slice at the creature, and then 

positive energy to heal everyone in the group who has taken damage. 

 The characters stand back and let the horrible moving blade barrier carve and 

grind the raspers into fragments. With the raspers gone, the characters are able to recover 

some magical loot, including the paladin’s gear heaped upon the floor: 

 Heavy steel shield +4 

 Full plate +4 

 Sun blade 
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 Scarab of protection (3 charges) 

 4 Leather armor +4 

 4 masterwork bucklers 

 4 headbands of inspired wisdom +6 

 4 selective metamagic rods 

Each of the spellcasting characters takes one of the selective metamagic rods. A sunblade 

is a bastard sword that can be wielded like a shortsword, among other properties. It is also 

a source of actual sunlight, which can be quite handy when facing creatures that are not 

fond of the day. 

Alchemical Lab? Bubbling Alembics? Boom! 

 The final lab is an alchemical lab with stacks of filthy surgical instruments, 

bubbling alembics of foul liquids, and the like. Everything is covered in dust, as if it 

hasn’t been used for a long time – which makes the presence of beakers of bubbling, 

smoking liquids rather strange. Shawanda tosses a vial of alchemist’s fire inside and shuts 

the door. There is a big explosion. When the characters open the door again, the wooden 

table is melting and the area is splashed with unstable accelerant. 

The Verminous Library 

 The final room on the floor looks like a library, granted one overrun with 

crawling vermin. The characters attempt to read some of the titles from a safe distance 

and conclude that the place is quite well-stocked with sources on arcana and the planes. 

The characters use their repel insects-blessed members and the rescued paladins to strip 

the shelves and give Alderpash a new library. Among other volumes they find some 

magical scrolls: 

 Scroll of gate 

 3 scrolls of plane shift 

 Scroll of binding 

 Scroll of greater planar ally 

 Greater book of extended summoning 

 2 empty blessed books 
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 A book of the lore-master 

The book of the lore-master is a bardic item that gives a +5 confidence bonus when using 

the lore-master class feature. Uziel is happy to get it. The greater book of extended 

summoning adds the Extended Spell metamagic effect to summoning spells. Because it is 

a greater book, it works on spells of up to 9th level. 

The End of the Session 

 The session ends with the characters deep in the Threshold, having defeated 

Diurgus the Brood Lord. They are delving deeper, their goal of sealing the Worldwound 

almost in view. 


